The mechanocaloric effect on magnetothermoelastostatic interactions in a cylindrical conductor carrying a uniform electric current is investigated. It is found that this effect reduces the Joule heating effect and induces nonlinearity into the behavior of stresses. A condition under which the mechanocaloric effect nullifies the Joule effect is also obtained.
INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper Roetman (1) developed a theory for the basic equations of thermoelasticity, taking into account the mechanocaloric coupling effect. In this theory, unlike the coupled theory [2) and the generalized theory [3) , a term involving the body force enters into the equation of heat conduction, and the displacement and thermal fields remain coupled together, even in static deformations. Our purpose in this paper is to utilize the heat equation obtained in [I] to study the interaction between the mechanical field and the thermal field produced in an electrically conducting thermoelastic cylinder permeated by a uniform axial current, assuming that the cylinder undergoes a plane static deformation. This problem was considered earlier by Yuan [4] , using the classical form of the heat equation. Our analysis here shows that the inclusion of the mechanocaloric coupling reduces the Joule heating effect and introduces nonlinearity into the behavior of stresses. When the electrical conductivity, the magnetic permeability, the Poisson ratio, and the mechanocaloric coupling constant of the cylinder are connected by a particular relation [Eq. (17) below), the mechanocaloric effect nullifies the Joule effect, and the cylinder temperature does not change. When the mechanocaloric effect is neglected, our results reduce to those obtained in [4) .
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BASIC EQUATIONS
Consider a static plane deformation parallel to the xy plane of an electrically conducting thermoelastic solid, due to the presence of an electric current 1. The stresses associated with such a deformation are given by [4] The dilatation e is related to Til, T22, and T through the relation (see [4] 
ANALYSIS
We now turn our attention to the main problem. Let R be the radius of the cylinder, When the mechanocaloric effect is not taken into account, the solution (12) reduces to (14) which agrees with the solution given in (4).
By comparing Eqs. (12) and (14), we may conclude that the mechanocaloric effect makes a significant contribution to the thermal distribution in the cylinder. In the special case of infinite conductivity (i.e., when a --> 00), Eqs. (12) and (14) reduce, respectively, to (15) We readily see that a thermal distribution of the Fourier type, equivalent to that due to a source of strength
occurs when the mechanocaloric effect is taken into account, and no thermal distribution occurs otherwise. The mechanocaloric effect thus represents a "heat sink" within the cylinder.
In view of the above analysis, we may conclude that if the cylinder is a good conductor of electricity, the presence of mechanocaloric coupling decreases the Joule heating. In fact, we may verify from Eqs. Eq. (12) yields T = C 2 • Therefore, no thermal distribution occurs in the cylinder. This leads us to conclude that when relation (17) holds, the mechanocaloric effect nullifies the Joule effect.
We now take up the solution of Eq. (9). Because of the axial symmetry, this equation reduces to
By integrating this and noting that ljI is to be finite for , = 0, we get the following solution for ljI:
=a a,
If the boundary of the cylinder is stress free, we have Trr = 0 on , = R. Equations (11) and (18), together with this boundary condition, yield the following expressions for stresses:
, ,
By examining these expressions we see that, unlike the classical situation [4] , the stresses developed by the Lorentz force cannot be separated from those caused by the thermal distribution, because of the presence of 1 + 2M in the common denominators.
Hence we may infer that the mechanocaloric coupling introduces nonlinearity into the behavior of stresses in the cylinder. However, this disappears when the mechanocaloric coupling effect tends to vanish, and expressions (19) then reduce to those obtained in [4] .
We further verify from Eq. (19) that Trr is compressive everywhere and that TOO may be compressive, tensile, or zero as in the classical case. The expression for TOO on the boundary, = R is given by It is readily seen that these stresses are due to the action of the Lorentz force only and are independent of the thermal field. This conforms with our earlier observation that when relation (17) holds, the mechanocaloric coupling effect and the Joule effect cancel each other and the cylinder experiences no change in temperature.
